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LIBRARY RECEIVES RARE GIFT

Five Thousand Volumes Bequested to the University by the Late

Miss Mary W. Paul.

A collection of five thousand vol-

umes, mostly works of fiction, by the late

Mary W. Paul, was received at the

University library yesterday. This immense gift, which is a good

example of the best of American literature, is far by far

the most valuable individual collection

which has been received in many

tms. It is valued at nearly $3000, and

contains books which treat on

every conceivable subject. History,

biography, travel, antiquities, English,

French, Latin and Greek. Literature.

are but a few of the vast number of

tooks on which the copies are

now extremely rare. The reception of

 books has brought up the rather

serious question of time and place.

At present there is no place, as the

bookstacks are already overcrowded.

The task of cataloguing this year's

copy and many others will require an addition to the

Library staff.

The gift will be officially

presented at a special meeting of the

Library Committee, and at that time

Will be placed In a special bookcase

to contain the name of the donor.

The late Miss Mary W. Paul Is the

medium of an appreciative spirit.

Paul family, who have

the University with one time or another.
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BROADSWORDS BATTLE P. F. C.
Downtown Quentin Contains Stars of Unusual Brillianty.

In the second match of the season, the University broadsword team will meet the crack Philadelphia Fennoers' Club under the auspices of the Western Physical Culture Institute, Keith Theatre Building. The matches are scheduled to start at 3:30 o'clock.

H. A. Bingle, J. E. Bishop, and Manager Hunter, 12, will make up the varsity team to-day, all selected at a recent meeting of the student association.

Among the men who will represent the Philadelphia P. F. C. tonight are the leaders of the athletic ranks of the city, to whom the administration of the college should surely produce greater ardor among the students for the university team.

Sources of Mining Life.
Mr. William L. Leney's lecture on the coal mining regions last night was taken up largely with a discussion of the difference of social conditions among former and native miners and the comparison of human life in the two places. The lecture also gave a brief resume of the mining towns and the "regrettable barrenness" which is found there.

NOTICES.
Base Ball — Varsity practice at 10:00 to-morrow will be no Freshman practice.

Wrestling — Following men report at 2:00 at West Philadelphia Station, to take the train for Princeton: McCutcheon, Glauey, Stewart, Young, Mellon, Oxford, Crawford, Nixon and Heilman.

Soccer — The following men will report at the Reading Terminal today at 11:30 sharp: Bowser, Class Allen, Faedker, Rodriguez, Walton, Kelly, Hieb, Miller, Jones, Thompson, Frazer and Manager Wood.

THOMAS FERN TAILOR
Correct cut and well tailored at Moderate Prices.

Fetterolf 2000 Questions in Anatomy $1.00

Skilern, Descriptive Anatomy $1.50

EDW. P. DOLBEY & Co.
3013 Woodland Ave.


THE FIESER, BENTLEY, WARNER Co.
Columbus, Ohio
\$1 Capita\$ 100,000.

Pig Iron, Steel, Coke, Mill Cindier
L. F. Finner, President and Treasurer
Lins Bentley, Vice President
Frank Dohner, Secretary

The ALLEN A. KERR CO.
1912, 1913 and 1915 college pins carried in stock
Class and Fraternity Pins, Medals, Cups, Pots, Etc.

1004 Chestnut Street
Listen to the list! Chocolate-Covered White Nougat, Hard Nougat, Almond roacres, Caramels, Almonds, Fillibobs, Double Walnuts, Raisins, Menthe Rock, Almond Rock, Filberts, Double Walnuts, Fussie Nut Bricks, Fussie, all Solid Chocolate. Better, even, than it sounds; that famous assortment of Chocolates.

Whitman's

FUSSY PACKAGE

FOR FASHIONABLE FELLS

In packages of eight pieces, one pound.

24 P.C.C. SONS

Philadelphia

11 Opening 111

Spring and Summer

Business Suits. $25.00 to $50.00

Dress & Frock Suits, $50.00 to $100.00

U. of P.

10 per cent. discount allowed

JAMES E. MOLLOY

Maker of Men's Clothing

1431 WALNUT ST.

While your rooms more cheerful and hospitable by the addition of a beautiful blackboard or framed plant.

Another good stunt would be to send your hostess a gift of special interest or value.

MOORE

Phone, Preston 3027. The nearest

tour shop to the College.

CHARLES LIMBIE KENT, JR.

W. W. McCauley & SON

N. J., the brilliant Scotch

1229 Walnut Street,

West Philadelphia.

orator, will be the speaker at the Bun-

MEETING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN

The Rev. J. D. Adam Has Reputation

1047 Market Street

ascal and all the Other colors, too.

Keen Steamer, West 4365.

Bell: Preston 1307 A.

With each package of

and Jorge Nunez, son of Roberto Nu-

cen, Assistant Secretary of Finance, who are both students in the University of Pennsylvania, and that they were absolutely sure that, if the United States attempted to intervene in Mexico, the restored government and Federals could immediately join forces to fight the common foe and invader. They are both of the opinion that the revolution is due primarily to the personal ambition of Francisco Madero, and that there is no social discontent at the bottom of the uprising.

Although interviewed individually, both made this statement: "Everyone in Mexico who loves Mexico loves President Diaz because he has made Mexico what it is."

Young Corral, in speaking of the sentiment of the American soldier, called the border, said that he thought that one of the principal reasons President Taft had in mind in taking that action was to prevent the rebels from crossing over the border line to obtain arms, ammunition and recruits, which is prohibited by the neutrality laws.

Nunez, who was in New York a few days ago to see Mr. Jose V. Limantour, the Mexican Secretary of Finance, who, like New York for Thursday, said that he was certain that the United States had no other object than enforcing the neutrality laws in sending the troops.

CAUSES OF PYORHBEA.

Dr. Rhein Illustrates the Disease at

Last Night's Lecture.

Dr. Myer L. Rhein commenced his series of lectures on "Operative Dental

Biology" yesterday by explaining the mysterious theory of "Pyorrhea Simplex" and "Pyorrhea." This talk was illustrated with lantern slides and blackboard drawings.

Dr. Rhein said that "Pyorrhea is a disease of the Peri-dental membrane. Its causes are divided into two distinct groups, those caused by local conditions and those due to constitutional causes. The various causes due to local conditions is commonly called Pyorrhea Simplex. It is caused by malocclusion of teeth, improperly made, made, and malocclusion, badly fit-

ting artificial crowns and bridgework, resulting in irritation of the Peri-dental membranes. Constitutional Pyorrhea, on the other hand, is due to some injury or lack of nutrition of the blood.

After the lecture, Dr. Rhein was a speaker at the banquet of the Delta Sigma Delta Dental Fraternity, of which he is a member.

SCOTCH PREACHER IN HOUSTON.

The Rev. J. D. Adam Has Reputation

as Brilliant Orator.

The Rev. J. Douglas Adam, of East

Orange, N. J., the brilliant Scotch

orator, will be the speaker at the Sun-

day morning services in Houston Hall (to-morrow). Mr. Adam is a frequent

speaker at Yale, Princeton and Cor-

nell, and many local addresses upon the Sunday services will remember his ad-

dress on "The Immortal Life," delivered in Kansas City last November.

He is popular among college stu-

dents wherever he appears, and was a speaker last summer at both the Northfield Conference and the Roches-

ter Student Volunteer Convention.

He is a graduate of the University of Ed-

inburgh and has in America only five

years.

With Apologies to the Suffragettes.

The Pennsylvania has been in-

formed by an officer of the Woman's

Graduate of the above-named organisation

organization that there were certain inaccuracies in an article which ap-

peared in the News on Wednesday, March 18. The corrections are to be in-

formed that the Woman's Graduate Club

that it is not a presentation of the case to say that all the mem-

ber's of the movement organization are aggressive and determined suffragists.

With apologies to the Suffragettes.
"SHOO FLY!" SAYS DR. SMITH

That tuberculosis, cholera, typhus fever, syphilis, diphtheria, smallpox, and many other diseases which children and the African sleeping sickness are only a few of the diseases which are transmitted to human beings by insects, especially flies, mosquitoes and bed-bugs, the statement made by Dr. Allen is an address delivered last evening in Logan Hall. This lecture is the latest of the series on Public Health.

Briar Now Strokes Freshmen.

No changes were made in the make-up of the Freshman crews yesterday, but the seating of the first boat was somewhat altered. Brian has been placed at stroke, replacing Pennington, who is now at 3.

OLD STARS APPEAR IN CAST

(Continued From First Page)

let them see everything, women included.

Act II shows the full house and field of the Aero Club of the University of Pennsylvania, near Philadelphia. The boys, Bob and Jack, bent on marrying Betty and Peggy, have followed them everywhere for a year, greatly to Miss Legare's annoyance. Two Counts have also been following the girls for the same purpose. They are favored in their suit by Miss Legare, since they are aviators, and she is wild on the subject. Betty and Jack are disheartened as the aviators and gain Miss Legare's consent to their marriage with Betty and Peggy. Fife's Vic. Thomas appears and immediately recognizes the boys. Under pressure, coming to Miss Legare the deception that has been practiced upon her, she forces him to find someone to act as her assistant in her quest "Impaling Act." In desperation, the boys disclose themselves to Professor Simian and get him to volunteer.

The Colonel, in search of the boys, enters the grounds just in time to rescue the Professor. To win Miss Legare's favor, the Colonel asks Professor to teach him to manage an airplane, the only one he has.

All go well for the boys until the closing scene, when they finally have to return to RC. At this the Colonel colonel, battalions, and takes their place. At the end of his flight, the Colonel falls, alligators in a tree and in horse back to the grass, but to his Colonel, now only too willing to wed him, and, like every good play, the boys were forgiven.

Found.

In College, Police, School, notes book, Course 426, and Elements of Steam Engineer, Stamp. Owner can have same by leaving note in Locker 214, Lincoln Hall.
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